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1. Introduction 

COST-REDUCING STRATEGIES WITH SPILLOVERS 

by 

Raymond De Bondt 

Business firms often improve on their competitive advantage through 

strategic investments in research and development that allows to reduce 

cost or enhance demand. These investments typically constitute 

competitive moves by which firms incite actual or potential rivals to 

certain responses that are more advantageous to the firm than other 

rival strategies would be. In addition they involve resource commitments 

that to a large degree are sunk and are therefore costly to reverse. The 

appropriability of such innovative commitments may however be limited, 

because of spillovers to rivals. One may consequently expect firms to 

seek ways to internalize these side effects for example through a 

coordination of the investments within a strategic alliance or joint 

venture. 

Especially global and high-tech markets show a variety of 

competitive and cooperative settings in which firms improve on their 

competitive position through cost reducing (or demand enhancing) 

development activities (Harrigan (1988)). An understanding of the 

resulting fairly complex stategic interactions may be useful in 

inspiring and guiding their managerial design and implementation. 

Although modern industrial organisation analysis can highlight some of 

the most fundamental tendencies, it can only, at best, support the 

practically relevant analysis of strategic management. 
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Innovative strategies are imbedded in the competitive environment · 

reflected in, among others, the similarity or the differentiation of the 

rival products, the spillovers of tJ.:le created knowledge to actual or 

potential competitors and the rivalrous or cooperative conduct between 

the current suppliers. The main implications of structural and conduct 

characteristics for strategies and profitability can be detailed in a 

simple setting with linear demand and production costs. 

The setting and the competitive and coordinated strategies are 

detailed next. This allows to explain the incentives within a strategic 

taxonomy, after which some observations on the magnitude of the 

differences and final conclusions are given. 

2. A duopoly setting 

Two symmetric firms are envisaged that play simultaneously an innovative 

investment game, while producing differentiated or homogeneous products. 

Both firms produce with constant unit costs ci and face a linear demand: 

Pi- a- bqi- dqj (1), 

with Pi prices and qi and qj quantities, i,j-1,2 , i+j. and b~~O. The 

degree of product differentiation is captured by d/b that attains its 

maximum value of 1 when rival products are similar (homogeneous for 

b-d), and its minimum value of 0, say when the products of both firms 

are positioned in completely different market segments (d-0). Product 

rivalry can be thought of to be more competitive as d/b increases from 

zero to one. 

The innovative investments allow to lower the firm's production 

costs (or to increase the firm's demand) but at the same time they may 

entail a positive spillover on rival cost (or demand) (_see d' Aspremont 

and Jacquemin (1988), De Bondt and Veugelers (1989)). Formally speaking 
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the resource commitments allow to increase the difference between the 

"size" of the demand and the unit cost with a spillover B from the other 

firms' investments1 , or : 

a - Ci - a - A + Xi + Bxj and O<B<l (2) 

Without any strategic investments the duopolists would operate 

with a difference of demand and cost intercepts equal to (a-A)>O. The 

interpretation that is kept for the remainder is that the investments 

concern so-called process oriented research and development expenditures 

that lower own production costs but at the same time may enhance the 

efficiency of the other firm's production because of the positive 

spillovers of the developed knowledge. The value of the parameter B 

reflects the extent to which knowledge leaks to rivals as well as the 

productivity of the acquired knowledge in lowering rivals production 

costs. 

The cost-reducing investments are envisaged to be made with 

diminishing returns that are reflected in a quadratic cost function 

Firms compete on investment and on quantity2 with 

payoffs Vi, 

Vi - wi - (rj2)xi2 (3) 

and Wi-<Pi-ci)qi. Discounting is ignored for reasons of exposition. 

1 Since demand is shifting in a parallel fashion the model cannot 
pretend to capture all of the specifics of product innovation. The 
spillovers as thought of here, are mainly determined by technological 
characteristics, while absorption capacity of the firms is supposed to 
be the result of previously acquired knowledge and know how. Different 
treatments of these aspects can be found in Levin and Reiss (1988) and 
Cohen and Levinthal (1989). 
2 As is well known there is a relation with price competition (reaction 
curves are upward sloping, instead of downward), and this could be used 
to translate the results to such a setting (see Sing and Vives (1984) 
and De Bondt and Veugelers (1989)). 
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3. Computing strategies 

3.1. Competitive strategies 

Two information settings can be looked at involving a simultaneous-move 

(open loop) and sequential~move (feedback) setting. In the open-loop 

Nash equilibrium both firms decide independently from each other on both 

the investment and production levels with complete information on the 

payoff functions of each other. It is as if the strategies on investment 

and production are decided on in one shot instead of sequentially. This 

simulates real world situations where firms cannot or prefer not to 

postpone their decisions on quantity until they observe the rival 

investment decisions. In the sequential (feedback) equilibrium firms 

decide on quantities contingent on the own and observed rival investment 

decisions, which themselves are chosen in perfect anticipation of this 

response. 

The computation of these Nash equilibria is straightforward. The 

simultaneous-moves xi0 and qi0 solve the system of equations : 

.. 0 i-1,2 (4) 

The sequential Nash equilibrium is subgame perfect and is computed 

through backward induction. In the second stage quantity competition 

prevails given the earlier chosen investment strategies. The Nash 

equilibrium of that period solves 5Vi/5qi - 0, yielding : 

a-A 

2b+d 

2b-.8d 
+Xi -------

4b2-d2 

2b.8-d 

+ Xj ~~2:~2- i,j-1,2 i=fj (5) 

In the first stage the competitive investment stategies are chosen with 

perfect foresight of the output decision rules given above. The Nash 

strategies solve the following system of equations : 
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Sqj h·i 
+ --- - rxis - 0 i,j-1,2 (6) 

Obviously a symmetric situation prevails so that the equilibrium values 

of investment and output Xis and qis solve both (5) and (6) 3 . The 

setting here obviously results in symmetric equilibria, see Table I. 

3.2. Coordinated investments 

Firms may seek to coordinate the strategic investments, while continuing 

to choose independently their other (output) strategies. This could be 

achieved, for example, by a joint venture (with equal ownership shares 

Table I Equilibrium values under various behavioral scenarios 

o* * v* X 

Open-loop 
wa~ho r 

Sub game 
r[(2b-d)(2b+d~]/ perfect 

(feedback) [2b(2b-Bd) (a-~/ 
x*2 [bo*z *N_:sg [0 ~2b+d~ 

- l+B) - f/2] 

Pre-
competitive r( (2b+d) V -

c~o~eeation 2b(l+B ] 

In all . * * * * *2 * sett1ngs q - 0 x and w -bq . 0 allows 
to write short expressions and facilitates making 
comparisons. 

of both firms) in which the long-run innovative commitments are 

coordinated while the managers of each of the products continue to act 

independently. 

The coordinated choices Xic anticipate the product Nash equilibrium 

given by the strategy rules of equation (5) and seek to maximize total 

3 The restrictions for second-order conditions and stability are assumed 
to be satisfied. (Nakao (1989) focuses explicitly on stability)). 
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profits vl + V2, a natural objective given the symmetry of the 

duopolists. The investment strategies therefore solve 

svi SVj 01fi oqj 01fi 
- rxic 

hj oqi 01f j 
+ + + --- + --- ... 0 (7). 

OXi OXi oqj OXi OXi c5qi OXi OXi 

The cooperative choice takes into account not only the impact on own 

profits (01fi/OXi - rxic), but also the competitive effect because of the 

reaction of the other partner (01fi/OQj . oqj/OXi), as well as the effect 

on the other firms product profitability (c51fj/0Qi . OQi/OXi + 01fj/OXi = 

d1fj/dxi). See Table I for the resulting symmetric values and profits. 

4. A strategic taxonomy 

With sequential (feedback) strategies both firms have an incentive to 

make a competitive move, that is to incite rivals to make an output (or 

price) decision that is more advantageous to each of them than another 

rival's decision would be. This effect is formally captured by the 

"strategic term" 

c5qj (2b.B -d) 
- - Qi.d· --------- i,j-1, 2 i=fj (8) 

(2b-d)(2b+d) 

which may have a positive or negative sign or may also be zero. 

A positive sign means that an increase in investment is a 

beneficial competitive move, a negative sign implies the opposite. In 

the open-loop information setting the opportunity for strategic moves 

are not present, since firms cannot or prefer not to wait with their 

output (or price) decisions until they observe the other firm's 

investment decisions. From the computed equiUbria in Table I it 

follows immediately that 
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(9) 

sign [d(2bB-d)] sign strategic term (8). 

The over- or underinvestment with the sequential moves, relative to the 

open-loop strategies, thus depends crucially on the spillovers and on 

the nature and the degree of differentiation of the marketed products. 

see Figure 1. 

The under- or overinvestment outcomes are also related to the tough 

or soft nature of the strategic investments (Fudenberg and Tirole 

(1984)). In line with general economic intuition "tough" simply means 

(d/2b) 
Product 
differen
tiation 

Low 

High 

0.5 

0.25 

0 

Overinvestment(x0 <xs) 
Tough (dwj/dxi<O) 

(xc<xo<xs) 

Small 

Underinvestment(x0 >xs) 
Soft (dwj/dxi>O) 

(xc>xo>xs) 

0.5 
Spillovers 

1 
Large 

Figure 1 
Comparison of competitive investments x0 (simultaneous move), xs 

(sequential move), and coordinated commitments xc. 

B 

that the competitive move creates a negative externality to the other 

firm, since it reduces the profits of that firm. "Soft" can then be 

associated with a positive externality. In the present setting the 

tough or soft nature of the investments coincides with the incentives 

towards over or under investment, since it can be shown that 

sign (strategic term (8)) - - sign (dwj/dxi) 
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with (d~j/dxi) indicati~g the impact of the strategic investment on 

the other firm's profitability4 . 

As long as a competitive move makes a firm tough, that is as long 

as it inflicts a negative externality upon the other firm, the 

internalization of this effect in the pre-competitive cooperative 

scenario, should result in a smaller level of the investment than would 

result with competitive (Nash) strategic behavior. Likewise should a 

larger investment result from such coordination, if the independent 

moves were to inflict positive externalities, i. e. when they make firms 

so called soft. This intuition corresponds to general economic insights 

on the consequences externalities and it is indeed confirmed in the 

present framework, since it can easily be established from Table I and 

(9) : 

sign (2bB-d) (10) 

The coordination hence reduces the tough overinvestments and 

increases the soft underinvestment (see Figure 1). This will typically 

result in higher profits than would apply with independent competitive 

moves5 . 

5. Understanding the strategic incentives 

The above taxonomy highlights the importance of the interaction between 

the strategic moves and the subsequent product competition. A somewhat 

4 d~j cS'~j cS'~j cS'qi 2b-Bd 
+ --- .. Bq · - dq · -----------

dxi cS'xi cS'qi cS'xi 
J J 

(2b-d)(2b+d) 

2bB-d 
qj. 2b. ------------- sign (strategic-term (8)). 

(2b-d)(2b+d) 
5 As long as B=fd/2b, see De Bondt and Veugelers (1989). 
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deeper understanding can be given with the aid of the reaction curves, 

that indicate the best output response of the producers. Tough 

overinvestment occurs in a sequential equilibrium, given zero spillovers 

and regardless of the degree of product differentiation. The larger 

cost-reducing investment is a move that incites the firm itself to 

produce more and rivals to market less (Brander and Spencer (1984)). It 

is a tough move, since it reduces rivals profits. This incentive is 

visualized in figure 2c for a duopoly with a moderate degree of product 

differentiation and zero spillovers. 

Figure two shows the profit and reaction curve consequences for 

both firms, with only firm one increasing its cost reducing investment 

level from a value of zero to one. The actual equilibria also involve a 

move by the second firm. This is not shown since the only intention of 

the figure is to highlight the importance of the interactions between 

the spillovers and product differentiation for the nature and the extent 

of the competitive moves. 

With positive spillovers the strategic move shifts the rival's 

reaction curve, even before it has made a move itself. The rival also 

benefits directly from the received knowledge and will plan for a 

larger production and this tends offset the gains from the strategic 

investment. Because of this the incentives towards tough overinvestment 

are only preserved with small spillovers and a relatively intense 

product rivalry, because of little product differentiation (Figure 2a). 

Large spillovers result in soft underinvestment regardless of the 

degree of product differentiation (Figure 2b en 2d).The increase in firm 

one's profits because of the cost-reducing investment, becomes smaller, 

since the rival is benefiting so much and increasing its output.The low 

profit improvement is likely not to justify the investments costs and 

hence there is an incentive for a more moderate move. 
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With moderate spillovers and important differentiation, a too 

large investment will likewise fail to generate a sufficient reduction 

in rival output (and profit) and increase in own profits, see Figure 

2e. More product differentiation (lower d/b) implies a flatter reaction 

curve of the rival (dqz/dql - -d/2b in the figure becomes less negative) 

and hence it is harder to incite that rival to a smaller output. 

Spillovers of even a moderate magnitude, further reduce the competitive 

possibilities and profitability of the strategic activities. 

6. Magnitude of differences 

The differences in magnitude of the strategies and profits are also 

important and some tendencies in this regard can be obtained using 

numerical analysis. The investment levels and the consequent differences 

in profitability are dependent on the spillovers and the degree of 

product differentiation as Figure 3 illustrates. 

The magnitude of the open-loop commitment (very slightly) increases 

as the spillovers augment. But exactly the reverse applies for the 

competitive moves in a sequential (feedback ) setting. The advantages of 

the competitive moves cannot be completely appropriated with positive 

spillovers, and the investments decrease as this leaking of knowledge 

becomes more important. The razor's · edge cases of no difference 

correspond to B-d/2b. The coordinated investments internalize the 

externalities and again increase as the spillovers become more 

important. All levels are positively affected by an increase in product

differentiation. The investment patterns are also of crucial importance 

for the profitability of the various behavioral scenario's. 

The strategic incentives may trap both players in a kind of 

prisonners' dilemma situation : both firms could gain by ~imultaneously 
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restraining their desire for a competitive move and sticking to the. 

open -loop values . The move towards pre-competitive cooperation in any 

case is even better for profitability (no difference for 8==d/2b). The 

examples suggest that the profit advantages of investment coordination : 

- may decrease as the spillovers increase for tough investments that 

will occur with relativeley homogenous products and moderate spillovers 

(8<d/2b); 

- increase as the spillovers augment for soft investments that are 

likely to accompany extensive spillovers and more differentiated 

products (8>d/2b). 

The familiar intuition that the advantages of pre-competitive 

cooperation necessarily increase as the spillovers increase, apparently 

can only be trusted if firms are marketing sufficiently differentiated 

products or investing with sufficiently large spillovers. This may 

allow a more careful formulation of hypothesis in empirical work, 

altough the robustness of these reported tendencies still needs to be 

further investigated. 

7. Conclusions 

Situations leading firms to strategically over- or underinvest in 

research and development that lowers costs (or enhances demand), are 

examined to take into account the spillovers that typically accompany 

these commitments. The computation and comparison of explicit equilibria 

for a duopoly with quadratic payoffs allows to clarify the underlying 

economics in a comprehensive way. 

Firms that compete with relatively homogeneous substitutes tend to 

strategically overinvest, provided that zero or moderate positive 

spillovers accompany such tough commitments. Pre-competitive 
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coordination of these investments tends to neutralize the overinvestment 

incentive and results in lower levels and higher profitability. 

Important positive spillovers or small positive spillovers and 

differentiated substitutes, however, imply incentives towards soft 

underinvestments. The coordination of these investments will internalize 

the positive externalities and result in more investment and higher 

profits. 

The microeconomic analysis allows to highlight the underlying 

tendencies in a precise and comprehensive way. The discipline it 

provides helps to unuerstand and systematize the basic tendencies, but 

at the same time guards against wrong inferences. The advantages of 

investment coordination, for example, do not need to increase with the 

magnitude of the spillovers. Only careful theoretical work would appear 

to be able to highlight and explain such important aspects of modern 

strategic competition. 
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